
PERCo IP-Stiles, based on a tripod turnstile, box tripod turnstile or a waist-high rotor turnstile 

can be operated:

 by SL-01 software (basic single-user software supplied with a standard delivery set)

 by SL-02 software (software with video verification, optional)

 through a web-interface (free of charge).
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SL-02 software

SL-02 software with video identification enables to prevent unauthorized use of valid ID 

cards that have been lost, stolen or otherwise improperly obtained. The entrant’s face can 

be checked against the card holder’s photo from the database which appears on the screen 

Screenshot of an employee list

SL-01 software

SL-01 is basic software supplied in a standard delivery set with all IP-Stiles, allowing for basic 

functions such as:

 administration of employee lists  (full names); 

  issue of access cards; 

  access rights assignment under authorized/non-authorized principle; 

  setting and change of access modes; 

  hardware configuration; 

  database event logging with data exportable, e.g. to an Excel file.
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Sample screenshot of video identification

Web-interface

Web-interface allows for operation of the IP-Stiles remotely without installation of any software. 

For an access to the web-based interface of a controller, the IP-address of the controller should 

be input in an URL bar of a browser. Access is protected with a password. 

Using the web-based interface enables you to:

 run a test and do settings of all controllers;

 view the event log of a selected controller, track number of passed cards as well as time 

of passes;

 load, view and revise lists of cards.
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when the card is presented. 

Additionally to the functions provided by the SL-01 basic software, SL-02 allows for:

 real-time capture of dynamic video image;

 employee and visitor identification and verification by means of photo and video frame 

images. 

Screenshot of web-interface 


